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Several years ago, I
purchased a solid-state

drive to replace my laptop
hard drive. My new

machine was faster, but I
could only use Linux and
Windows 7 on it. In 2010,
Apple released Lion, its

first free version of macOS,
and now there are so many
applications that cannot be

used on Lion (I have
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written previously about
this). A few months ago I
began using Ubuntu. One

of my first jobs on the
machine was to convert all
of my Windows and Office
files into Macs standards.

In the process, I installed a
virtual machine that ran
Windows 7 32-bit. Every

morning, I open my
network folder and pull
down all of my files. All
have downloaded and
transferred fine into a
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folder on my desktop.
Unfortunately, my boss

uses Macs and was about
to be very upset by the

conversion program mess.
So after several failed

attempts, I switched to a
less complicated name,

Desktop Viewer, instead of
Converter. While this

program is fully functional
and very easy to use, it
does not convert files on
the fly. I put the Desktop
Viewer folder on my USB
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key and kept it in my
pocket as I was switching
back and forth between
Vista and Ubuntu. After
using Ubuntu for several

weeks, I was ready to
switch to Macs full time. I

wanted to install Lion, but I
did not want to use the

Mac OS X Server option in
the install disk. The reason
for this was that I simply

could not install Server on
a USB key. I tried several

of the free USB key
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programs available online,
but they didn't work.

Finally, I downloaded Lion
from the Mac App Store

and created a VM to run it.
I then noticed that the OS
X Server installer didn't
work from the Mac App
Store. I called Apple and
was told that Lion did not
work in virtual machines. I
bought a new Mac Pro and
had two weeks before the
machine was delivered. I
set it up and connected it
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to my network via
ethernet. I opened the Lion
install disk on my Mac Pro.

Now, please remember
that I had converted all of

my files from Vista,
Windows 7 and Ubuntu. I

had to open in each OS the
Desktop Viewer folder that
I originally copied from my
Mac Pro onto a USB key. I
opened the folder and it

was the exact same files. I
kept my USB key with me

as I switched back and
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forth between Macs and
Ubuntu. I was constantly
switching back and forth

between Vista and
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